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Clearly Defined Goals
To achieve sustained valued-based
care success, participants must be
engaged and provided the tools and
information in the EHR necessary to
achieve clearly defined goals.
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Rule for Success in Value-Based Care

Clearly Defined Goal:
85% HCC Diagnosis Recapture Rate

HCC Diagnosis Recapture Rate: The goal is an HCC recapture rate of 85% by the
end of the year. The recapture rate is the rate at which the provider has

recaptured recurring chronic conditions for patients from the prior year. A
diagnosis is removed (unless recoded) after 12 months resulting in a decrease

in the risk score and financial benchmark. 
 

A list of diagnoses from all
encounters using claims data

presented in the EHR to be easily
re-coded at the point of care. 

 Categories include not recoded yet,
recoded and newly added.

Tools & Information in
the EHR 

Link to Video

https://healthendeavors.wistia.com/medias/ceokumksms
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A list of diagnoses from all encounters using claims data presented in the EHR
to be easily re-coded at the point of care with the ability to drill into the HCC

diagnosis to view disease progression to code with specificity.
 

Tools & Information in the EHR 

HCC Coding Recapture and Specificity Solution
The important components of HCC coding are to 1) re-code the diagnosis
every 12 months if still applicable to the patient and 2) code the correct
diagnosis specificity, such as diabetes with complications instead of
diabetes without complications, if applicable. Patient Lookup provides a
point of care HCC Coding assistance solution to prompt the care team to
recapture (re-code) the diagnosis and code to the correct specificity. 
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Clearly Defined Goal:
85% Annual Wellness Visit Rate

85% Quality Measure Performance
The goal is an AWV completion rate of 85% by the end of year. The AWV

completion rate is the rate at which the provider or clinic has completed an
annual wellness visit for their assigned patients.  In addition, during the AWV

encounter, to address all outstanding quality measures to achieve 85%
performance rate. 

A list of annual wellness and quality measure status from all encounters using
claims data presented in the EHR to be easily acted upon at the point of care.

Tools & Information in the EHR 
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Clearly Defined Goal:
85% In-Network Encounters

The goal is to achieve 85% in-network encounters for assigned patients. 
 Generally, out-of-network migration results in 33% leakage (lost revenue) of
Part A and Part B encounters.  Out-of-network encounters usually result in

higher costs and are not included in your care management processes.

A color-coded calendar of Part A and Part B encounters of in-network and out-
of-network presented in the EHR to be easily acted upon at the point of care.

Tools & Information in the EHR 
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Clearly Defined Goal:
85% of Benchmark Used

The goal is to not use more than 85% of the patient's assigned financial
benchmark calculated using their risk score.  

Red bar indicating when a patient has already exceeded their financial
benchmark, the risk score, current spend of the patient, benchmark used, and
high cost and utilization encounters in the EHR to be easily acted upon at the

point of care.

Tools & Information in the EHR 



COVID-19 Diagnosis, Travel and Vaccine Status - care teams at the point of
care know a patient's travel patterns, if they have ever been diagnosed with
COVID-19 and where and when they were vaccinated.  
Avoidable Emergency Room Visits - patients often use the emergency room
for non-urgent conditions.  Our algorithm alerts the care team to have a
conversation with the patient to use the outpatient clinic setting instead.
Potentially Ready for Palliative Care  - patients with terminal conditions often
use the emergency room and hospital for treatment when palliative care
might be a better option.  Our algorithm alerts the care team to review the
health history. 
Exceed Benchmark Prediction - while a patient may not have exceeded their
benchmark, our algorithm predicts (based on current spend) if they will by the
end of year.
Prescription Not Picked Up - patients often take a medication and stop
because it makes them feel ill or has other adverse effects.  Now the care
team will know when a patient has stopped picking up a prescription. 
Acute Hospital Utilization:  Predictability of patient to have a hospital
discharge and how many during the year. 

Indicators and Predictions
Our team has been working with claims data for 10+ years.  Using our expertise,
we have developed algorithms for indicators and predictions we present using

the data. 

Data-Driven Intelligence for Value-Based Care
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